Allwood
T WO-PLY VENEER

Edgemate offers a full line of Sheet Veneer
Laminate products including: 10-mil, 20-mil, 30-mil
kraft paper backed and our fastest growing sheet
veneer, Allwood Veneer Laminate. An excellent
selection of species is stocked in each of the backer
types. Veneer laminates have become increasingly
popular as alternatives to plain veneer, plywood and
solid wood in a wide range of applications and as an
upgrade to paper and vinyl based applications.
Veneer Laminates are convenient and easy to use
sheets of real wood veneer that have been laminated
to one of a variety of backers, flexed, filled and
sanded. Applications include cabinet repairs, refacing,
columns, table tops and bases, curved panels, drum
tables, and numerous other creative applications
where the beauty and quality of real wood are
desired, but the availability and flexibility of plain
veneers, plywood or solids restrict the applications.
All Edgemate veneer laminates are manufactured to
HPVA grade standards to ensure each sheet is of the
highest quality and appearance. Edgemate has a real
wood veneer laminate type for virtually any
application.

Allwood Veneer Laminates are HPVA grade
veneers, which have been laminated to a cross-ply real
wood backer. All of the same care, attention to detail,
and veneer grading given to our Cabinetmaker Pro
Veneer Laminates are also given to the Allwood product.
The double wood layers increase the rigidity of the
product, providing increased masking of substrate
defects and allow easier handling and lamination.
Allwood laminates also minimize any appearance of
dark lines from backers between laminated surfaces.

The Allwood option (net thickness .035”) has become a
very popular veneer laminate choice. It is easy to
apply using only contact cement and a scraper or
veneer roller. Adhesion to the substrate is improved due
to direct contact with the two-ply wood backer. After
application and a light ‘finish’ sanding, the product is
ready for standard veneer finishing procedures. Easy
and convenient to use, premium quality and
appearance, Allwood Veneer Laminates are readily
available from stock. Edgemate maintains an
excellent inventory in a wide range of species.
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